Army Medical Logistics Command (AMLC) is the Army’s primary medical logistics and sustainment command, responsible for managing the global supply chain and medical materiel readiness across the Total Force. Headquartered at Fort Detrick, Maryland, the AMLC is a major subordinate of the Army Materiel Command.

AMLC’s subordinate commands include:

**U.S. Army Medical Materiel Agency (USAMMA)** provides worldwide operational medical logistics support, including fielding, sustainment, medical maintenance, and centralized management of readiness-enabling contingency programs.


**U.S. Army Medical Materiel Center – Korea (USAMMC-K)** serves as U.S. Forces Korea’s Theater Lead Agent for Medical Materiel, ensures tactical units are integrated into the medical supply chain and assists Combatant Commanders in health logistics support planning. USAMMC-K contributes to Eighth Army’s medical readiness by managing and fielding countermeasures used to protect and treat Soldiers in the event of a chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear attack.

**MISSION**
Project and sustain medical materiel capabilities and data in order to build and enable readiness for the Army and Joint Forces across the full spectrum of military operations.

**CONTACT US**
Customer support: 301-619-8701
Media: 301-619-9061
Email: usarmy.detrick.medcom-usamma.mbx.customer-relations-mgt@mail.mil

Mailing address:
Bldg. 693 Neiman Street, 2nd Floor
Fort Detrick, Maryland 21702

**CAPABILITIES**
- Medical materiel assemblage management
- Medical maintenance
- Vaccine and medication storage & distribution
- Industrial base partnerships
- Supply chain management and integration
- Contingency programs & prepositioned stocks
- Optical fabrication